
WRLC Site Council Meeting Minutes  
May 19, 2021 

 
Meeting called to order at 3:31PM 
 
Members Present: Ryan Bourke, Jeremy King, Monica Gonzalez, 
Jennifer Yi, Tristen Gartell, Sara Wahrenbrock, Katja Alexander, 
Bronwyn Barkan, Katherine Newall, Zakiya  
 
Review & discussion of defining the local measures by which adequate 
progress toward SPSA goals can be gauged. 
 
Measures should be universal, across the grades and school, currently 
we have: Fastbridge, Math Performance Tasks, District Assmts, BAS 
Reading levels, Writing Rubrics 
 
Budget Adjustments: 
 
Goal 1- local measures 
While we need to have standardized measures to show growth this is 
an opportunity to take a more philosophical stance as an IB school and 
possibly adopt a portfolio concept, by using  
shared spread sheets or an online application made for PYP schools 
that records quantitative and qualitative data for portfolio work.  
 
LEVEL 3/4 is verbage from SBAC we will leave as is, since it is likely we 
will return to the use of SBAC information in coming years.  
 
There was a discussion of Fastbridge as an assessment tool, most 
teachers in agreement that it gives a baseline the first few weeks of the 
school year but that observational and informal in class assessments 
are more important throughout the school year to assess growth. 
 



 
 
GOAL 2:  ELL 
LPAC scores are now scaled , how can we use these toward measuring 
our growth toward SPSA goals 
 
Goal 3: SEL – Question posed:  
Can attendance be a factor/ measurement of this goal?  
 
Suggestion from Ms. Yi that an additional Responsive Classroom 
training in service for WHOLE staff, custodians, aides, cafeteria, office 
be funded so that ALL have the language and philosophy toward SEL 
goals. 
 
General info about annual funds :  
1% of the total budget must be set aside for family engagement  
A rollover a maximum of 15% of funds can be made per school year 
 
Overview of current funding concerns for  2021-2022 school year: 
 
Loss of $12,000  and  carryover $22, 000 
For a total of $ 159,000 for next year  
Stretch grant reduction by 50%   
20-21 school year $46, 000  
21-22 school year $$23,000  
 
Often funds are lumped into three main areas but Mr Bourke has 
shown where all monies will be applied in the interest of transparency 
and to help facilitate dialog about impactful programs and need. 
 
Jeremy King moved to accept the goals as they stand for the 2021-2022 
school year. 



The motion was seconded by Sarah W.,  and carried with a unanimous 
vote of yes from the coucil. 
 
An intention was set to revisit the funding and budget in September as 
funding issues becomes more concrete and clear. 
 
Jeremy King motioned to approve the minutes from the April 21, 2021 
meeting, the motion was seconded by Zakiya. Minutes were approved 
by unanimous vote of the council. 
 
For the good of the order:  
 
Mr.King recognized the service of community members Zakiya and 
Katherine as their terms are up. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 4:30 pm 
 
 


